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Bone density measurement by quantitative com

puted tomography (OCT) commonly uses an external

reference phantom to decrease scan-to-scan and

scanner-to-scanner variability. However. the periph

eral location of these phantoms and other phantom

variables is also responsible for a measurable degra

dation in accuracy and precision. Due to non-uniform

artifacts such as beam hardening. scatter. and vol

ume averaging. the ideal reference phantom should

be as close to the target tissue as possible. This

investigation developed and tested a computer pro

gram that uses paraspinal muscle and fat tissue as

internal reference standards in an effort to eliminate

the need for an external phantom. Because of their

proximity. these internal reference tissues can be

assumed to reflect more accurately the local

changes in the x-ray spectra and scatter distribution

at the target tissue. A user interactive computerized

histogram plotting technique enabled the derivation

of reproducible CT numbers for muscle. fat. and

trabecular bone. Preliminary results indicate that the

use of internal reference tissues with the histogram

technique may improve reproducibility of scan-to

scan measurements as well as inter-scanner preci

sion. Reproducibility studies on 165 images with

intentional region-of-interest (ROI) mispositioning of

1.5. 2.5. or 3.5 mm yielded a precision of better than

1% for normals and 1% to 2% for osteoporotic

patients-a twofold improvement over the precision

from similar tests using the standard technique with

an external reference phantom. Such improvements

in precision are essential for OCT to be clinically

useful as a noninvasive modality for measurement of

the very small annual changes in bone mineral densi

ty.
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gUAN TITATlVE computed tomography

(QCT) is a clinically established and

wi ely applied technique for noninvasive bone

mineral density (BMD) assessment.':' Recently,

the clinical utility of data generated using this

method has been questioned.r" Considering the

physiologic rate of trabecular bone loss in women

is approximately 1.2%/yr, the current reported

precision for QCT measurements (3% to 5%)

does not permit reliable measurement of such

small changes at annual intervals.' For example,
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a method with 2% reproducibility must demon

strate a change of 5.7% between measurements

to maintain a 95% confidence level.' Although

absolute accuracy is also important, it does not

significantly limit the clinical utility of QCT as

long as bone density measurements for a patient

are compared with previous measurements or

control patients measured using the same tech

nique. Actually, it is precision (reproducibility)

that represents the limiting factor in the clinical

utility of bone density measurements.

In an effort to improve accuracy and repro

ducibility, a number of phantoms have been

developed to offer reference standards and/or

methodologies for QCT studies.!" The early

thrust of research in phantom development was

directed at correction for CT instability or scan

to-scan variations. Although early third genera

tion scanners may have shown considerable scan

to-scan variation, it is no longer the case that

functional CT scanners show such variations.

Over the last decade, one of the authors (DJG,

unpublished data) has measured hundreds of CT

scanners in the public and private sectors; the

variation of intra-scanner CT numbers is within

1 to 2 Hounsfield units (HU) and is systematic

and reproducible. Ironically, the misconception

that QCT suffers from considerable scanner drift

or variability is partially propagated by examina

tion of external phantoms. When a QCT phan

tom is located externally to patients, it will

necessarily be subject to attenuation from dif

ferent patient-moderated spectra that are depen-
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dent upon patient composition, size, and geomet

ric position. Accordingly, much of the variation

in the CT numbers of the phantom is not due to

scanner variability, but to variation in the

patient's overlying the phantom. Instability in

phantom concentrations and air bubbles in the

liquid phantoms have also contributed to this

problem.'

There is evidence that use of externally located

calibration phantoms results in a measurable

degradation in precision due to patient-moder

ated artifacts (beam hardening and scatter),

partial volume averaging, and repositioning

errors." The purpose of this investigation was to

study the magnitude of some of these errors and

to develop a precise computerized method of

BMD measurement without the error introduced

by an external calibration phantom.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The development and analysis of techniques for vertebral

BMO determination used in this study was accomplished by

studying 48 healthy volunteers. Patients were scanned on a

GE CTIT 8800 or 9800 scanner (General Electric, Milwau

kee, WI). Scan parameters for the GE 8800 were 120 kVp

tube potential with 5-mm thick slices, and 140 kVp with

5-mm slices for the GE 9800. Patients were scanned while

lying on top of a commercially available external calibration

phantom containing tubes of water, ethanol, and several

concentrations of K2HP04 (Image Analysis, Irvine, CA).

Scan slices were obtained through the middle portion of the

L1 to L4 vertebral bodies parallel to the endplates as

described by Cann et al.5 BMO was calculated for all subjects

at each lumbar level using two methods: (1) BMO was

calculated with the external calibration phantom using the

commercially available software (Image Analysis). The CT

numbers of the three tubes of K2HP04 present on each cut

were plotted against their known concentrations to construct

a standard curve. The vertebral BMO was then extrapolated

from this curve by measuring the mean CT number of a

standardized elliptical region of interest (ROI) manually

positioned in the trabecular portion of the vertebral body (Fig

I). A composite bone density was calculated from the average

density of each vertebra scanned; and (2) BMO was calcu

lated without using the external calibration phantom. A

computer program developed for this investigation used a

histogram technique for identifying and measuring the CT

number of a tissue of interest. A large ROI was placed

posterior to the lumbar vertebrae and its histogram was

calculated (Fig 2). The histogram measured the frequency of

occurrence of each CT number within the ROI Paraspinal

muscle and surrounding fat tissues produced two isolated

peaks within the histogram distribution that were identified

using a computer generated gradient search and least squares

fitting algorithm. The CT number of the two tissues of

interest was defined as the central value of the best fit to the

most probable normal Gaussian distribution of their peaks
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Fig 1. Standard method for aCT bone density mea

surement using an external reference phantom beneath the

patient for calibration of CT numbers with bone density in

mg I cc K2HP04 equivalents.

within the histogram plot. This definition differs from the

conventionally used mean CT number. This is the mode

(most frequently occurring value) of the CT-number distri

bution of the muscle and fat tissue within the ROJ.

A second, smaller ROI was positioned to circumscribe the

Fig 2. Histogram technique for aCT bone density mea

surement without an external calibration phantom. The

histogram plot indicates the mode of the CT number

distribution for specific tissues. Paraspinal muscle and fat

from the larger ROI produce the two histogram peaks (left)

and are used as an internal reference standard to translate

the CT number of trabecular bone lsingle peak. rightl to

mg/cc bone density equivalents.
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Fig 3. Relationship of patient to phantom air gap and

the CT number of the water component of the external

reference phantom. A linear relationship is demonstrated.

RESULTS

The effect of a variable air gap between the

patient and the external reference phantom was

examined by comparing the width of the air gap

with the CT number for the water component of

the phantom. Increased air gap correlated

strongly with a decreased CT number for the

water section of the phantom (slope = -0.67

HU fmm air gap, r = 0.999). A variable air gap

of only 2 to 3 mm in repeat studies would produce

a 1 to 2 CT number error in the water reference

standard (Fig 3).

A moderate correlation was found between

patient thickness and the CT number of the 200

mgfmL K2HP0 4 component of the external ref

erence phantom (r = 0.905). A variation in

patient thickness of 5 em could result in a 10 to

15 HU shift in the reference phantom CT num

ber (Fig 4).

The GE 8800 and 9800 CT scanners provide a

choice of two body calibration files (medium and

large) to correct for patient sizes. There was a

substantial inter-patient deviation in CT num

bers between the large and medium calibration

file groups (Table 1). CT numbers of various

reference tissues were shifted by an average of
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vertebral trabecular bone to be measured. This region is

dominated by trabecular bone and marrow tissue producing

an isolated, but broader peak in the histogram distribution.

The ROI need not exclude cortical bone; this bone peak

would be at the high end of the histogram and would be

clearly distinct from the trabecular bone or reference tissue

peaks. The histogram peak for trabecular bone was identified

using similar computer algorithms that were used for the

reference tissue peaks. By using the muscle and fat CT

numbers as internal reference standards to generate a stan

dard curve, the CT number for trabecular bone was then used

to extrapolate an equivalent bone density (mgjcc). The

densities from multiple lumbar vertebrae in each patient were

averaged to yield a composite BMD.

A series of experiments were performed to study the effects

of scanner variation, ROI positioning, air gap artifact, and

beam hardening on vertebral BMD measurements.

(I) The effect of variable air gap between the patient and

the external calibration phantom was studied. In 20 patients,

the CT number of the water tube in the external reference

phantom was compared with the width of the air gap.

(2) The effect of beam hardening due to variation in

patient size and composition was studied. In 20 patients the

CT number of the 200 mgjcc K2HP0 4 tube in the external

reference phantom was compared with the patient thickness.

(3) The effect of scanner calibration file size on BMD was

studied. Data averaged from 28 slices of II patients (medium

size calibration file) were compared with 21 slices of eight

patients (larger calibration file). All patients were scanned

with water bags filling the gap between the patient and the

external reference phantom. The equivalent bone density of

the water in the spacer bags was calculated using both the

standard and the histogram techniques. Comparison was

made between the CT numbers on scans done with the large

calibration fileand scans performed with the medium file.

(4) Scanner-to-scanner variability was studied. Data from

28 slices of II patients scanned on a GE 8800 were compared

with 41 slices of 18 patients studied on a different scanner of

the same model. The same external calibration phantom was

transported between locations so that all scans used the same

identical phantom. The predicted equivalent bone density of

the water tube in the external phantom was calculated using

the external reference standard and again using the internal

tissue reference standards.

(5) The effect of ROI positioning was studied for the

histogram technique. A set of lumbar spine scans from two

scanners (seven images-GE 9800, 26 images-GE 8800) were

analyzed retrospectively. The ROI was selected, then moved

off center by varying amounts (1.56, 2.56, or 3.12 mm) to the

left, right, up, and down. CT numbers for muscle, fat, and

trabecular bone were calculated in each position using the

histogram technique. The error in precision of the calculated

CT number was the sample standard deviation of the five

measurements made on each image.

(6) The correlation of bone density measured by the

histogram technique to the method of Cann and Genant was

studied. For each image in all patients scanned, the BMD in

mgjcc K2HP0 4 from the standard technique (using the

external reference phantom) was compared with mgjcc of

equivalent bone density that was calculated using the histo

gram technique without the use of the external reference

phantom.



Fig 4. Relationship of patient thickness and the CT

number of the 200 mg/mL KzHPO. component of the

external refeflmce phantom. A significant downward shift

in CT number is seen with larger pptients due to non

uniform beam hardening and scatter artifacts.

12.2 HU when changing from a medium to a

large calibration file. There was no difference in

the equivalent bone density of the water spacer

predicted by the histogram technique. There was

a slightly larger disparity in the predicted bone

density using the conventional technique be

tween the medium and large calibration file

groups. More importantly, the sample standard

deviations for the histogram technique were

smaller than the standard technique.

Comparison of the absolute CT numbers for

various reference tissues on two different GE

8800 scanners showed a significant variation.

The CT numbers were shifted an average of 15.0

HU from one scanner to the other (Table 2). The

scanner-to-scanner difference in equivalent bone

density for the water component of the external

phantom was minimal as predicted by both of the

QCT methods studied. However, the sample

standard deviations were smaller than the con-
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ventional technique predictions that used the

external reference phantom.

The effect of ROJ repositioning on bone den

sity determined by the histogram technique was

relatively small (Table 3). The average error in

precision was < 1 HU for muscle and fat refer

ence tissues. The error in reproducibility of the

trabecular bone CT number varied from 1 to 2

HU for ROJ shifts of 1.5 to 2.5 mm.

As an estimate of accuracy, the BMO of all

patients, which was calculated using the external

reference phantom, was compared with the

equivalent bone density using the histogram

technique (Fig 5). Although the absolute bone

density was slightly higher when calculated by

the external phantom method, the correlation of

the two techniques was strong (r = 0.96).
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DISCUSSION

Early in the evolution of computed tomogra

phy, there was considerable debate concerning

the quantitative capability of CT.9
•
1O Continued

interest in evaluation of osteoporosis and other

metabolic diseases has generated a great deal of

research in ways to improve the accuracy and

precision of CT. 11 Reference phantoms have been

used in an attempt to correct in vivo problems

that lead to CT number variability of a given

tissue type when situated in a heterogeneous

surround of other tissues and attenuating media

(including bone, muscle, and fat). The effects of

these other tissues contribute to the well-known

errors of beam hardening, scatter, and partial

volume averaging.'?

Due to differences in geometry and transmis

sion path lengths, externally located phantoms

are subject to considerably different spectra and

scatter distribution than the centrally located

vertebral bodies that are being measured. Beam

hardening affects the accuracy and precision of

bone density measurements because the energy

2423

r ; 0.905

patient thtckness in em

2211201918

Table 1. Effect of Calibration File Size on Mean CT Number of Various Tissues

Tissue Large File(n - 21) Medium File (n - 28)

Retrospinal fat

Paraspinal muscle

Water tube of phantom

Water spacer (ERP)·

Water spacer (Histo)·

- 93.4 ± 12.9

66.9 ± 10.4

10.9 ± 10.1

5.5 ± 3.1 mg/cc

-3.6 ± 2.7 mg/cc

-107.7 ± 19.4

54.8 ± 11.7

0.9 ± 12.0

4.6 ± 5.2 mg/cc

-3.4 ± 4.3 mg/cc

·Equivalent bone density of the water spacer bags calculated by use of the external reference phantom (ERP) calibration data or by the

histogram/internal reference tissue method (Histo).
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Table 2. Effect of Intra-Scanner Variability on Mean CT Number of Various Tissues
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Tissue

Retrospinal fat

Paraspinal muscle

Water tube of phantom

Water tube of phantom (ERP)*

Water tube of phantom (Histo) *

GE 8800 #1 (n - 28)

-107.7 ± 19.4

54.8 ± 11.7

0.9 ± 12.0

-6.5 ± 2.3 mg/cc

- 9.0 ± 5.8 mg/cc

GE 8800 #2 In - 41)

-122.2 ± 8.0

38.4 ± 6.1

-13.3 ± 3.8

-6.0 ± 2.5 mg/cc

-9.2 ± 4.7 mg/cc

* Equivalent bone density of the water tube of the external phantom as calculated using the external reference phantom (ERP)calibration

data or by the histogram/internal reference tissue method (Histo).

spectrum of the x-rays passing through the verte

bral trabecular bone is shifted toward higher

energies as compared with the energy spectrum

of the beam passing through either the soft

tissues or the external reference phantom.P'"

Scattered radiation introduces non-uniform CT

number shifts over the scan field with magnitude

dependent on patient size, shape, and position in

the scan field." Use of an external reference

phantom heightens these problems because of its

peripheral location and its position relative to the

patient is not fixed. Some of the disadvantages of

an external calibration phantom were demon

strated in this investigation by the CT number

shifts caused by the air gap artifact and variable

patient size, confirming similar reports in the

literature.P:'? To best correct these and other

related effects, the ideal reference phantom

would be placed at the site of the tissue being

measured.

Clearly, a reference phantom cannot be

inserted into the patient. However, this investiga

tion has shown that certain intrinsic tissue

samples, namely fat and muscle, offer reliable

internal reference standards. These tissues can

generally be found close enough to the target

tissue to minimize the effects of physical factors

such as beam hardening, scatter, and volume

averaging that are exacerbated by the peripheral

location of external reference phantoms. In addi

tion, reference tissues that are "linked" to the

patient and maintain their relative position with

the vertebral trabecular bone will diminish the

reproducibility errors associated with "non

linked" external reference phantoms.

There are many theoretic advantages for using

internal tissues as references for correcting scan

to-scan and scanner-to-scanner variations as well

as in vivo artifacts accentuated by the external

calibration phantoms. Until now, there has not

been a method for accurate and reproducible

measurement of soft tissue CT numbers. Soft

tissues are distributed throughout a CT slice in

an unpredictable and non-uniform fashion, typi

cally with varying degrees of intermixing so that

it is impossible to reliably locate a conventional

ROI for calculating a mean CT number.

The user interactive computer program devel

oped for this investigation uses a histogram plot

ting technique for identifying and measuring the

CT number of a specific tissue of interest. Deter

mination of mode I of the CT number distribu

tion minimizes the problems with tissue inter

mixing. The histogram peaks calculated by the

software represent a measurement close to the

CT numbers of pure muscle and fat. Image pixels

with various mixtures of these and other soft

tissues below the resolution of the scanner will

fall between the two peaks. The sharpness of the

peak and its effective resolution from the back

ground distribution is determined by the relative

concentration of the tissue and the physical fac

tors mentioned earlier. Fat and skeletal muscle

have fixed chemical compositions and known

linear attenuation coefficients as a function of

x-ray energy that allow them to be used as

reference tissues to plot a standard calibration

curve." The axial orientation of the paras pinal

Table 3. Effect of Intentional ROI Repositioning

on the CT Number of Various Tissues Using

the Histogram Technique

GE9800 (n - 35) GE8800 (n - 130)

ROI shift 1.56mm 3.12mm 2.56 mm

Muscle P - 0.1 HU P = 0.2 HU P - 0.3 HU

Fat P = 0.1 HU P ~ 0.2 HU P = 0.7 HU

Trabecular P - 1.2 HU P = 2.5 HU P - 2.2 HU

p. the error in precision of the calculated CT number defined as

the standard deviation of five measurements made with the ROI

retrospectively shifted the specified magnitude in four different

directions Oneach image.

HU. Hounsfield units.
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Fig 5. Correlation of bone density calculated on the

same patients by the histogram technique using internal

reference standards (x-axis) and by the external reference

phantom technique (y-axis). A strong correlation is seen

(r = 0.96).

muscles and surrounding fat that travellongitu

dinally for the length of the spine virtually elimi

nates the effects of axial plane partial volume

averaging."

The concept of increased artifact and

decreased precision with reference standards

located further away from the spine was illus

trated by the investigation of the ability of two

QCT methods to correct for calibration file

changes and scanner differences. The effects of

changing the GE scanner calibration file

appeared to decrease the precision with the histo

gram technique less than with the external phan

tom method. Analysis of scanner-to-scanner

variability showed both techniques corrected

well for scanner differences, but in the calibra

tion file experiment, the histogram technique

demonstrated slightly poorer precision. To

understand this phenomenon, one must recall

that the calibration file experiment compared

measurements of the water spacers (relatively

close to the spine), while the intra-scanner com

parison studied measurements of the water tube

in the external phantom (far from the spine). The

use of internal reference tissues corrected for

these variables at least as well as the external

phantom method. However, while the external

reference phantom showed greater precision for

predicting the density of a tissue nearby (ie, the

water tube of the phantom), the internal refer

ence tissues demonstrated better precision in

measuring tissues closer to them (ie, the water

spacers). These results support the concept that

the ideal reference standard should be as close as

possible to the tissue of interest being measured.

This investigation has suggested that the use

of internal reference tissues close to the vertebral

bone being measured will decrease QCT repro

ducibility errors caused by beam hardening and

scatter. However, scan-to-scan reproducibility is

also dependent on patient relocalization precision

within the scanner and the error in relocation of

the ROI used to measure the CT number of the

reference and trabecular bone." In fact, it has

been estimated that repositioning the ROI

around the same volume of trabecular bone may

be responsible for as much as 50% of the overall

reproducibility error,"

CT slice positioning is usually performed using

a computerized radiographic localization system.

Slice localization (and patient repositioning)

errors along the longitudinal axis have been

measured for the GE 9800 and 8800 scanners as

0.5 to 1.0 mm.16
•
21 With this measured reproduci

bility, 90% or more of a given IO-mm thick

section will be scanned in serial studies." The

tissue density of the lumbar vertebral body is

fairly uniform (1 to 2 HUjmm shift) in the

central 13 to 15 mm between the endplates, so

that even a 2-mm error in serial studies contrib

utes <2% error to reproducibility."

The remainder of scan-to-scan reproducibility

is largely dependent on reselection of the refer

ence tissue and target tissue ROIs. The standard

method of ROI selection is to inscribe the ROI

within the target tissue and determine the mean

CT number. ROI positioning errors are magni

fied if the target tissue is not homogeneous. The

CT number distribution within vertebral tra

becular bone is highly non-uniform due to beam

hardening and partial volume effects near the

cortical shell and the encroachment of basiverte

bral veins. Using this standard technique, errors

of 3 to 4 CT numbers have been reported for ROI

shifts as small as 1.5 mm." This translates to a

reproducibility error of slightly less than 2% for

normals and as high as 3% to 4% for osteoporotic

patients.

The computer program developed for this
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investigation uses a different technique whereby

the ROI circumscribes the target tissue. Histo

gram analysis determines the mode or most

frequently occurring CT number as opposed to

the mean CT number. Accordingly, exact place

ment and size of the ROI are less important with

this technique; the larger the ROI, the greater

the reproducibility. Reproducibility studies on

165 images with intentional ROI mispositioning

of 1.5 to 2.5 mm yielded a sample standard

deviation of 1 to 2 CT numbers for trabecular

bone. This translates into a precision of better

than 1% for normals and 1% to 2% for osteopo

rotic patients, a twofold improvement over the

precision reported from a similar experiment

using the standard QCT technique with an exter

nal phantom."

One other factor contributing to error in QCT

measurements deserves mention. The variability

of trabecular marrow fat content has been impli

cated as a source of accuracy errors in single

energy QCT bone density measurements.F"

This inaccuracy has been measured to be as

much as 13 mg/ml, K2HP04/ 10% increase in

marrow fat content at 130 kVp.22 Use of dual

energy QCT techniques can minimize this error,

but it is often accomplished at the expense of

precision.P Since the changes in marrow fat

content appear to be systematic and age-related,

some investigators believe that dual-energy cor

rections are unnecessary if single-energy QCT

patients are compared with age-matched con

trols that are also scanned by single-energy

QCT. 24 Regardless, this effect is independent of

whether external reference phantoms or internal

reference tissues are used for calibration.

The authors emphasize that this investigation

37

has focused on studying the improvement in

precision with the new histogram technique. A

direct measure of the accuracy of this method of

QCT bone densitometry without an external

calibration phantom has not yet been undertak

en. However, in this investigation a direct com

parison was made to an accepted method that has

been proven to be accurate (5% to 10%) by

cadaver experiments verified by ash weights.'

This investigation showed a strong correlation

between the two methods, and the accuracy of

the new techniuqe is expected to be of the same

order.

This investigation has provided data relevant

to several artifacts and errors that may effect

precision of QCT bone density measurements

due to the use of an external calibration phan

tom. Since bone density measurements for a

patient are usually compared with previous mea

surements or to controls measured with the same

technique, it is precision (reproducibility), rather

than absolute accuracy that is the clinically

limiting factor. This investigation has suggested

that a newly developed histogram technique that

uses internal reference tissues close to the spine

may have greater precision than the conventional

techniques that depend on a peripherally located

external phantom for calibration. The histogram

technique combines computer power with phys

ics to eliminate reproducibility errors introduced

by use of an external reference phantom and to

minimize ROI repositioning error. Further com

parative and long-term studies are necessary to

confirm these preliminary results. However, this

technique appears to have promise for increasing

the precision of QCT bone measurements toward

clinically applicable levels.
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